Change Log to GOTS Guidelines for Virtual Audits in the time of COVID 19

1 REVISION TO VERSION 2.0, 23 JUNE 2020
- Pg. 2: Remote Audit short form (“RA”) included
- Pg. 3: Point 3 - possibility of auditor not being with the CB included.
- Pg. 3: Point 9 – Video recording requirements changed and clarified.
- Pg. 3: Point 10 – Clarified that CB may use generic office email address
- Pg. 4: Point 12 added to clarify GOTS position related to privacy and community beliefs.

2 REVISION TO VERSION 3.0, 5 MARCH 2021
- Pg. 2: Added paragraph about second consecutive virtual audit in 2021
- Pg. 4: Modified “Continuous Improvement” second paragraph to suggest Certifier Council exchange information and suggest improvements to the VA process.